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Systematic Development and Validation of a Course of Instruction in Prior Learning
Assessment
John D. McNally
ABSTRACT
Many post-secondary schools across the country offer adult working students an
opportunity to obtain at least partial credit for work and life experiences in their
curriculum through portfolios. The primary goal of this project was to design, develop
and evaluate a portfolio course for adult students at a small independent university.
Design emphasized adult learning theory and incorporated instructional design best
practices throughout. Also significant to the design was the implementation of the
Quality Matters ™ Rubric. The project focus was to intertwine the six assumptions of
adult learning theory while implementing best practices and effective instructional
strategies, and to conduct formative and summative evaluations. The study incorporated
a pre-test - post test instrument and satisfaction questionnaire for quantitative data
collection. The results of this project are positive based on the evaluation data collected
during this project.
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Analysis
Introduction
The estimated population of adult students over the age of 24 at postsecondary
institutions across the nation currently lingers at about 44 percent. The U.S. Department
of Labor states that millions more Americans need postsecondary credentials to succeed
economically (U.S. Department of Labor, 2007). Approximately 34 million working
adults have absolutely no college experience (Pusser, Breneman, Gansneder, Kohl,
Levin, Milam, and Turner, 2007).
Research indicates adult students in the postsecondary setting require a different
approach in the facilitation of their learning processes. ―Adult learners must be
recognized as a diverse and complex set of individuals with widely divergent aspirations,
levels of preparation and degrees of risk.” (Pusser, et al., 2007). Because of various
important commitments, such as work and family responsibilities, many adults choose a
nontraditional path to postsecondary educations part-time students, possibly with
assistance from employers. These students can bring a wealth of information and life
experiences to the classroom. These life and work experiences, or other prior non-credit
learning activities could translate into attainment of college credits by demonstrating
successful achievement of the course objectives in a student’s program of study. Adult
students come into the postsecondary environment with a strong sense of goal
orientation. As a result, many adults seek credit for prior learning, because they do not
1

want to be taught something they already know. This credit also allows them to move
more quickly through their program than their traditionally-aged fellow students.
Identified Problem and its Context
The population at Stevenson university mirrors the national description of adult
student learners –age is 24 or older, most have transfer credits, work in a professional
environment with a full- or part-time job in addition to going to school, and many are
coming back to school to advance their career.
Currently, there is no local mechanism or course in place to direct or guide adult
accelerated students in the development of a prior learning experience portfolio at
Stevenson University. Stevenson University directs its students to other schools, such as
Regis University, to complete a portfolio development course. After the development of
a portfolio to demonstrate competencies of the learning objectives of a particular course,
the student submits a challenge in the form of a print portfolio to their program
coordinator at Stevenson University for review.
The portfolio is then forwarded to the appropriate subject matter expert teaching
in the accelerated programs, and after review it is approved, returned for rewrite, or
returned for additional support. Portfolios are graded as Pass/Fail.
According to Patricia Ellis, Associate Dean of Accelerated Undergraduate
Programs, all of the Stevenson students who have completed a portfolio course for prior
learning assessment thus far have taken the course online at Regis University.
Accelerated programs at Stevenson University enable adult undergraduate
students to complete a bachelor’s degree in as little as 24 months, taking 5- or 8-week
classes in hybrid or online format. These programs include Business Administration,
2

Business Information Systems, Computer Information Systems, Interdisciplinary Studies,
RN to BS Nursing, Criminal Justice and Paralegal Studies.
An analysis of some successful programs provided direction in approach and
research. Most institutions reference The Council for Adult and Experiential Learning
(CAEL) as a primary source of information and guidance. This international
organization has worked with accrediting bodies, employers, and academic institutions
since 1974. CAEL has taken the lead in articulating the philosophical basis for prior
learning assessment and has developed ten standards for assessing prior learning
experience (Bamford-Rees, 2009).
The design of the course was directed by Adult Learning Theory and standards of
best practice set forth in the Quality Matters™ Rubric and the field of instructional
design.
The course structure is similar to the model presented by Charter Oak State
College. This decision was based on the simplicity of the Charter Oak Model, which
focuses on the development of a portfolio for a single course and concentrates primarily
on a specific writing style and the portfolio preparation.
These two models (Charter Oak and Stevenson) are presented below in separate
lists, and Table 1 provides an indication of how representative schools across the country
approach and deliver portfolio courses and workshops.
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Portfolio Assessment at Charter Oak State College is based on evaluation of a document
composed of five elements:
1. A description of a college course against which knowledge will be measured.
2. A biographical introduction in which sources of learning in the individual’s
background are identified.
3. A summary of the learning outcomes for the course being challenged.
4. A narrative essay in which the student describes what he/she did and learned, and
how that knowledge was applied.
5. Evidence from a variety of sources to support the claim and to demonstrate
knowledge and skills.
From Prior Learning Portfolios: A Representative Collection (Page 40).
Portfolio Assessment at Stevenson University is based on evaluation of a document
composed of five main elements:
1. A description of a college course and its required course outcomes, against which
knowledge will be measured.
2. A biographical introduction, in which major milestones, critical events and other
learning events are identified and discussed in detail.
3. A competency chart listing each course outcome for the challenge course, and
several competency statements that each work toward achieving the listed
outcome.
4. Each course outcome (chart) will be accompanied by a narrative that explains in
detail how the competency has been mastered through learning and application,
and how it equates to college-level learning.
5. Evidence (documents) from valid sources to support the claim and to demonstrate
knowledge and skills.

4

Table 1 Presents Research Information for Prior Learning Assessment Portfolio - Basic Information

Credit

Length

Software

Delivery

PreReqs

3

8 week

Angel

Traditional & Online

N/A

N/A

4 hour

UNK

Traditional & Online

N/A

PLA Seminar

1

1 year

Blackboard

Hybrid

St. Joseph's College

GS 110

3

UNK

UNK

Traditional & Online

N/A
ENG
103

Valdosta State University

PLA 2000

2

UNK

WebCT

Online

N/A

Vermont State College

APL

3

Blackboard

Hybrid

N/A

Univ. of Alabama

ASK (manual)

N/A

UNK
6
months

N/A

Self

N/A

Sinclair Comm College

Advisor Monitor

N/A

UNK

N/A

Self

Ashford University

EXP 200

3

5 week

Blackboard

Online

N/A
PSY
202

Athabasca University

PSY 205 PLAR

3

UNK

UNK

Online

N/A

Empire State College

PLA Workshop

N/A

UNK

N/A

Traditional

N/A

Charter Oak State College

IDS 102

3

8 week

UNK

Online

6 ENG
Cr.

Stevenson University

PLA 101

3

8 week

Blackboard

Online

ENG
152

School

Course Ref.

Regis University

ED 202

Sprint Arbor

LLP Workshop

St. Edward's University
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Design
Adult learning theory served as the guiding theoretical framework of the design of
the course in Prior Learning Assessment. This research-based course enables students to
create an effective, standards-based portfolio through a systematic, yet flexible, process
that successfully implements the components of adult learning theory. This
implementation requires strategies and a learning environment not typically found in
most higher education settings.
Malcolm S. Knowles, a central figure in the development of Adult Learning
Theory, determined environment to be critically important. Environmental conditions
can often be a barrier to learning and should be a primary consideration for the planning
process for adult educators. Knowles (2005) believed in experiential learning and in a
very strong connection between living and learning.
Adult Learning Theory identifies six assumptions about Adult Learners and how
they approach learning. These six assumptions state that adult learners: 1) are selfdirected 2) need to know why, how and what they are learning 3) have a lot to offer the
class through years of experience and their own mental models 4) must know that what
they are learning has immediate application and benefit to life and/or work 5) prefer
problem-centered instruction over subject-centered instruction 6) are motivated
intrinsically first, externally second.

6

Adults as Self-Directed Learners
Self-directed learners take responsibility for their own learning and research
indicates that adults exhibit this preference. The notion of providing the adult student
opportunities to control some aspects of the learning is equally important to, and possibly
more important than the actual content or the manner in which it is being presented
(Hiemstra, 1997).
A self-directed teaching and learning environment provides for the consideration
of the students’ perspectives in all learning processes and provides adequate opportunities
for student control (Hiemstra, 1997). This method also provides an environment
conducive to developing a high internal Locus of Control by enabling students to take
credit for their own successes (Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory, 2009).
Research has suggested that distance education students with a high internal locus of
control are successful because they are more likely to be able to work independently
(Dillie & Mezack, 1991).
The implications for the use of technology regarding the self-directed learner are
positive as well, particularly for the experienced online learner. Web-based instruction
provided in a non-linear format allows the adult learner to proceed as desired instead of
as directed (Fidishun, 2009). The adult learner new to the online environment, however,
and possibly even new to adult learning in the higher education setting may require some
type of support system, as well as a structure to fall back on.

7

Being a self-directed learner does not necessarily mean one that is entirely selfteaching, or one that is completely autonomous in the learning environment. A class with
many students will have learners at various stages of ability regarding skills for selfteaching, as well as the ability to direct their own learning. There are many variables that
would contribute to, or determine the level of ability, including student background and
experience, as well as the content and the environment for learning. In some cases,
especially in a topic where the student may have little experience, the learner may prefer
a totally structured environment because it is the easiest (Knowles, Holton, Swanson,
2005).
Adults want to know “What, How and Why am I learning this?”
Adult learners must see some benefit in having to learn something. If they are
taking responsibility for their own learning they do not want to waste time learning
something unnecessarily. Providing for mutual planning of what is to be learned, and
involving adult learners in how it is to be learned can have great benefit. Simply
providing the opportunity to collaborate in the learning process can be very effective, can
improve self-concept and from the student perspective validates the need for learning
(Knowles, et al., 2005).
Adult Learners have a lot to offer as a resource for learning
Most adult learners have work and life experiences that can benefit the class in
some way. This is a resource that should be accessed throughout the course, but must
remain closely monitored. Mental models can inhibit new learning if the new material
conflicts with what is already known, and requires a change in existing schema. There
8

has been a tremendous amount of research regarding the learning process and how new
content fits in with knowledge the learner already possesses or has stored in long-term
memory. Most of the theories refer to a student’s existing knowledge, and the premise
that this scheme must be changed if the new information does not fit appropriately into
this already existing way of knowing.
Knowles, et al. (2005) refer to Kolb (1984), who points out ―learning is a
continuous process grounded in experience, which means that all learning can be seen as
relearning. This is particularly true for adults who have such a large reservoir of
experiences.‖
Adult learners are ready to learn when they realize that what they are learning does
affect some aspect of their lives
Adult learners are ready to learn once they realize what they are learning is
important to them in some way, but that does not mean that they are fully prepared or
capable, and do not need at least some type of guidance and support. The effective or
successful instructor or facilitator must be able to identify what type of support is
required. Pratt (1988) determined that there are two types of assistance for adult learners
in this regard –direction and support. Direction has to do with assistance or guidance
regarding the knowledge and skills necessary to learn or apply the content; support is
primarily affective in nature, and may involve a strategy such as feedback to fulfill an
emotional need and boost confidence. Of course there can be any variation, such as a
learner who needs direction and support, a learner who needs only direction, or a learner
who needs only support, and this can change throughout the course.
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Adult Learners prefer problem-centered instruction
Jonassen (1981) felt that immersing a student in a problem to solve is the ideal
context for learning, but states that it should be authentic and that everything needed in
the way of information and tools should be provided for the students to manipulate
various solutions as they work to solve the problem.
Adult learners prefer some type of project to complete or a problem to solve in an
education setting. This approach, when taken, naturally creates a student-centered
learning environment and one that is conducive to developing, or requiring, creative and
critical thinking skills. The instructor during this type of instruction is not necessarily
just on the sideline watching, but should model the steps, cognitive processes or problemsolving skills and then facilitate as necessary (Brown, Collins & Newman, 1989). The
best-case scenario would be for the students to successfully model processes for other
students based on their prior experiences.
Knowles, et al., strongly support David Kolb and his Experiential Learning Model
(Appendix A). The Kolb model has four stages: Concrete Experience; Observations and
reflection; Formation of abstract concepts and generalizations; and Testing implications
of new concepts in new situations. Kolb also outlines four distinct learning styles that
align with the four stages of the model: Accomodator; Converger; Diverger; Assimilator
(Appendix B).
Adult Learners are motivated intrinsically first, extrinsically second
Knowles, et al., cite Expectancy theory as a support for this sixth assumption.
Expectancy theory proposes that a person’s motivation is the result of three factors:
Valence, or the value on an outcome; Instrumentality, or the probability that the valued
10

outcomes will be received given that certain outcomes have occurred; and Expectancy,
or the belief a person has that certain effort will lead to outcomes that get rewarded.
Knowles, et al., simplify the theory by stating that adult learners will be highly motivated
if they believe they can learn the material, believe it will be beneficial, and believe it is
important to their life.
Project Goal and Course Outcomes
The overall goal of this project was to create and validate a course of study, Prior
Learning Assessment Portfolio Course (PLA 101), woven successfully around a
theoretical framework of Adult Learning Theory while also implementing best practices
of instructional design and evaluation. The purpose of the product is to enable Adult
Accelerated students at Stevenson University to examine prior learning experiences and
events and create a standardized portfolio that demonstrates higher-level learning, and
also demonstrates achievement of course outcomes in the student’s program of study.
The successful achievement of this goal will be met through completion of the following
course outcomes for PLA 101:
1. Identify and differentiate types of learning, learning styles and levels of learning.
2. Conduct research to identify resources, critical events, and other learning events
for analysis, description and classification.
3. Provide a critical analysis of portfolio elements created by someone else (peer
review).
4. Demonstrate a strong correlation between prior learning experiences and the
course learning outcomes of a course selected for Portfolio Assessment by
documenting critical and other learning events in proper format and writing style.
11

5. Develop a written narrative and an autobiography to present evidence and
reasonable argument to support the proposed competencies for which the student
has claimed mastery.
6. Create/Assemble an electronic version of the portfolio to enable Internet
presentation/review and that may also be printed for review.
7. Demonstrate an understanding of The Council for Adult and Experiential Learning
Standards for the Assessment of Credit, and the Stevenson University Portfolio
Evaluation Process.
Recommended Instructional Strategies and Rationale
The rationale for the proposed solution strategy incorporates components of adult
learning theory throughout the course of instruction as appropriate. The instructional
strategies motivate and provide for self-direction by allowing the adult learners to assist
in planning for learning. The content is meaningful because there is personal benefit;
upon successful completion students can create portfolios to earn credit. The instructional
strategies enable students to achieve the course outcomes in a student-centered
environment that is safe and supportive.
The proposed instructional strategy implements the course over nine modules.
The following charts outline the Course Outcome, Module, Module Objective, Learning
Activity, Assessment, and the application or implementation of the pertinent component
of Adult Learning Theory. The charts are organized by Course Outcome.
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Strategies for Learning
The strategies for the students to achieve all succeeding course outcomes were
developed after breaking down the outcome into more manageable pieces, or tasks, that
work toward completion of the whole task, or an understanding of the concept. These
take the form of ―Module Objectives,‖ presented in the charts below and an explanation
follows each chart. This Task-Centered Instruction systematically incorporates the first
principles of instruction and is often referred to as the ―Pebble in the Pond‖ approach
(Merrill, Barclay van Schaak, 2007)
Table 2 presents Course Outcome number 1.

1. Identify and differentiate types of learning, learning styles and levels of
learning.
Module

Objective

Activities

Assessment

Pre-Class Assist in Planning
Participate in Discussion
for course content & Board
assignment
Pre-Class Demonstrate an
understanding of
Learning Theory
and Application

Read Chapter 7 in text –
Colvin

Pre-Class Determine Learning
Style

Complete Learning Style
Inventory (LSI)

Respond to LSI on
Discussion Board

Pre-Class Determine Multiple
Intelligence
Strengths

Complete Multiple
Intelligence Test (MIT)

Respond to MIT on
Discussion Board

Complete Reading Guide
Questions

Review Gardner’s MI in
text

13

Module
One

Determine the level
of Bloom’s
Taxonomy for the
outcomes of your
challenge course

Review Bloom’s
Taxonomy in text & via
link(s) in module

Complete Reading Guide
Questions

The first module (pre-class) allows for the students to assist in the planning for the
course, introduces the students to the learning management system and initiates learning
activities including reading and Internet activities to ―learn about learning.‖ The most
important factor regarding the pre-class module is to determine the needs of the student.
Most of the activities, while certainly important, do not count for grades. This provides
time for the student to find out what is required, get a feel for the approach and to ask
questions about anything that must be done now or in the future without feeling pressure.
They can see what type of course it is, make sure they have the right book, read the
syllabus and schedule, explore the course, etc.
The Reading Guide Questions (RGQs) identify specific areas of content that are
critically important for what lay ahead. This directs the students not to spend more time
than necessary, unless they prefer to learn more. So, the RGQs allow the learners to focus
on what’s relevant and applies directly to what they need to accomplish.
Two of the reading guide questions immerse the student in a problem that will be
encountered later on but will be more complex. They are designed to prepare the students
(Merrill, et al., 2007) for the critically important task of applying these learning theories
early-on, possibly providing early indicators of problem areas for individual students.
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During the planning session, the option to make this an activity modeled on the
discussion board will be proposed.
The course outcome ―Identify and differentiate types of learning, learning styles
and levels of learning‖ is based on the premise that most students, even adults, do not
consider what is taking place cognitively as they learn. They may apply different
strategies that have proven successful for them in the past, but typically they do not think
beyond that application. In this course they will have to consider different strategies and
perspectives. Many students are just learning ―how to learn‖ in the early years of their
post-secondary education. Therefore, it is critical that the students in this course know
something about learning in general and also have an understanding of not only their
preferred style of learning, but other styles as well.
The course content presents and requires implementation or an application of the
Kolb Experiential Learning Model or Cycle (Appendix A), Gardner’s Multiple
Intelligences (Appendix C) and Bloom’s Taxonomy of Educational Objectives
(Appendix D).
The Kolb Model, as it is presented in the text, Earn College Credit for what you
know, provides prompts at each quadrant to assist the student in the recall of
circumstances surrounding a learning event. The prompts simplify the overall process by
asking questions such as ―What happened?‖―What did you see?‖ ―What was your
determination based on what you saw?‖ ―How did this affect what you did in the future?‖
(Colvin, 2006).
While David Kolb’s model is certainly appropriate for this application because of
its experiential nature, it is just one of many theories regarding how people learn. Howard
15

Gardner’s theory of Multiple Intelligences is discussed, as well as Malcolm Knowles’
Adult Learning Theory.
In order for the student to equate something they feel they have learned on their
own to something the University says they should know before they have achieved a
specific outcome, they need to understand what the school considers ―good enough.‖
Good enough would equate to the knowledge, skills and abilities required at the
appropriate level, which in this case will be defined or categorized using Bloom’s
taxonomy and the required course outcomes of their challenge course.
The discussion board responses are intended primarily to identify what the
instrument determines are the student’s learning style and strengths (for the instructor as
well as student), but also to build community in the course and get an informal measure
of how accepting the students are of the proposed theories. This strategy can also serve
to draw out any life experiences that are pertinent to the learning, and possibly initiate a
connection between theories and concepts. Learning is facilitated when existing
knowledge is activated as a foundation for new knowledge (Merrill, et al., 2007)
This asynchronous communication tool provides opportunity for Student-Content
Interaction, Student-Student Interaction, and Student-Instructor Interaction (facilitation)
for these two assignments.
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Table 3 presents Course Outcome number 2.

2. Conduct research to identify resources, critical events, and other learning
events for analysis, description and classification.
Module

Objective

Pre-Class

Meet and greet your
classmates
Locate and Post your
challenge course
description

Activities

Assessment
Post an intro/biography on the
Discussion Board with your
goals included.

see - Online
Catalog,
Web Express or
University
Catalog

Also, identify what course you
intend to challenge and post
the course description as a
separate paragraph
Peer Response – greet
classmates

Pre-Class

Locate the Course
Outcomes for the
course being
challenged

Contact Advisor
or Course
Instructor if
necessary

Necessary for later
assignments

Module
One

Prepare organizational
documents to assist
planning – timeline,
learning chart,
resume’, resource
chart

Read Chapters 8
&9

Reading Guide Questions &
Chapter Assignments

The RGQ assignment in Module One under this course outcome requires the
students to determine the level of the course outcomes of the student’s challenge course
using Bloom’s Taxonomy of Educational Objectives (Learning is facilitated when new
knowledge is applied by the learner). This task is modeled in the local content (Module
One) using the course outcomes for this course prior to the assignment (Appendix E).
Learning is facilitated when new knowledge is demonstrated to the learner (Merrill, et al.,
17

2007). TheRGQ assignment also requires the students to submit a resume’, learning
chart, resource chart and timeline. These stimulate memories surrounding critical events
from the students’ experiences. An example of each is provided in the text. This assists
students in planning their approach, and in identifying events that provide applicable
information regarding the learning of required material.
Table 4 presents Course Outcome number 3.

3. Demonstrate a strong correlation between prior learning experiences and the
course learning outcomes of a course selected for Portfolio Assessment.
Module

Objective

Activities

Assessment

Module One

Analyze the Course
Outcomes for the
challenge course
and write a critical
reflection

View Course
Outcomes
video&Reflective
Writing video
Read Chap 8 & 9

Identify & analyze
the course outcomes
for the course you
want to challenge.

Module One

Provide a critical
analysis using the
Kolb Model and
Bloom’s
Taxonomy.

Review text (89 to
93) and some of the
links provided in the
modules to outside
materials

Select a learning
event from your past
and provide a
critical analysis that
relates elements of
the Kolb model&
Bloom’s

The module objectives for this course outcome immerse the student in solving the
problem of analyzing one critical event using the Kolb model to collect the necessary
information to document and demonstrate learning and determine what level of learning
has been obtained based on achieved competencies (module one). This activity will be
modeled prior to student engagement. Module two immerses the students in their own
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required activities to determine achieved competencies and document them in the proper
format (chart).
Table 5 presents Course Outcome number 4.

4. Develop a written narrative and an autobiography to present evidence and
reasonable argument to support the proposed competencies for which the
student has claimed mastery.
Module

Objective

Module
Two

Write a 4 to 5
paragraph Narrative to
support each course
outcome at the
appropriate level

Module
Three

Write an
autobiographical
summary.

Activities

Assessment

Write supporting
narrative

Read Chapter 11
Read Appendix 2, 3 &
4 (Page 159 - 165)

Write autobiographical
summary

The activities in
Appendix 2, while
potentially helpful, are
optional.
Submit all writing to
Smarthinking prior to
submitting to instructor

Module two and three are for writing the supporting narrative and the
autobiographical summary, totally immersing the student in the activity of demonstrating
and proving learning and synthesizing these elements into a panoptic montage of their
prior learning. The student can use various methods of support during this time, before or
in addition to submitting to SmarThinking, an online tutoring service, which is required.
19

Support systems include various discussion board forums within the course:
Narrative Questions; Autobiography Questions; Content Questions, Process Questions,
Coffee House; direct contact with the instructor via email or telephone, and also a
community organization on Blackboard.
Table 6 presents Course Outcome number 5.

5. Create/Assemble an electronic (digital) version of the portfolio to enable
Internet presentation/review, and that may also be printed for review.
Module

Objective

Activities

Module One

Demonstrate an
understanding of the
contents of the
portfolio

View the Portfolio
Completed Portfolio
Contents Powerpoint
Review Chapters 8
& 9 in text

Module Three

Create a list of the
Portfolio appendices,
& supporting
documentation

Read Appendix 5
(Section III) for
information
purposes only
Submit to instructor
Review Appendix 7

Module Five

Module Seven

Module Five

Create a Final Draft
list of the Portfolio
appendices,
including all
supporting
documentation

Save/combine with
portfolio

Assessment

Match list with
actual documents –
all documents must
be digitized
Match all
supporting
documents?

Create a Master
Document of your
Portfolio

Review all portfolio
requirements and
standards

Finalize Portfolio,
convert to .pdf and
submit to the
instructor

Create a Final Draft
list of the Portfolio
appendices,
including all
supporting
documentation

Review Appendix 7

Match all
supporting
documents?

Save/combine with
portfolio
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To achieve this course outcome, primarily during module three and four, there is a
continuation of the writing process and beginning development of the master document in
module four. This also provides some extra time for writing if necessary. The same
support methods are available for the technical aspects of building the portfolio in
Microsoft Word. These support systems including various discussion board forums
within the course—Content Questions, Process Questions, Coffee House—direct contact
with the instructor via email or telephone.
Table 7 presents Course Outcome number 6.

6. Provide a critical analysis of written portfolio elements created by someone
else using the Kolb model and Bloom’s Taxonomy
Module

Objective

Activities

Assessment

Module Three

Analyze someone
else’s written
portfolio elements
to provide a ―peer
review.‖

Use the Discussion
Board

Provide a written
review/critique of
one of each person’s
competency
statements and
narrative

This module objective provides an opportunity to collaborate, to see how peers
are approaching the problem, and to offer positive comments and constructive feedback,
as well as receive input from peers as they continue to work on the writing, and use
technology.
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Table 8 presents Course Outcome number 7.

7. Demonstrate an understanding of The Council for Adult and Experiential
Learning Standards for the Assessment of Credit, and the Stevenson
University Portfolio Evaluation Process.
Sequence

Objective

Activities

Assessment

Module Seven

Self-assess your
portfolio based on
the CAEL standards
and course criteria.

Read Chapter 4

Write your selfassessment,
identifying
weaknesses and
strengths, any gaps
in learning that you
have filled or not
filled, and that you
may have just now
recognized and want
to fill before
submitting for
evaluation for credit.

Demonstrate an
understanding of
The Council for
Adult and
Experiential
Learning (CAEL)
Standards

Review the first
three standards

Module Eight

Read Appendix 9
(Page 182)

Open-book Exam

This course outcome is achieved by taking a final look at the completed project to
make a determination regarding what the student did right or wrong, and how it can be
fixed before submission for review by a subject matter expert for credit. There is also an
assessment to determine how well the student knows the standards by which they have
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been, and will be evaluated on future portfolio submissions. Learning is facilitated when
new knowledge is integrated into the learner's world (Merrill, et al., 2007).
Most of the theoretical assumptions can only be implemented upon ―facilitation.‖
In other words, only so much can be done outwardly to create an environment that allows
for self-direction; for justifying the curriculum to the student; for creating a comfort zone
and opportunity for revealing or sharing life experiences; for creating a level of
authenticity in a project, and for knowing and understanding motivation needs. The
critical element is to ensure that the avenues to provide for implementation are persistent
and consistent throughout the course. Success depends greatly on instructor ―with-itness‖
in the virtual classroom, and the ability to react and respond appropriately. A critical
element that will contribute tremendously to this area is ongoing evaluation.
Support
There are methods or avenues of assistance not specifically addressed within the
strategies and curriculum above, and they include two discussion board forums which
are part of the course 1) the Content Questions forum allows the students to pose
questions regarding a specific piece of content (i.e. How do we categorize
competencies?). These questions can be answered by the instructor, but the desire is for
peers, other students to provide direction. 2) The Process Questions forum allows the
students to pose questions regarding how to perform a task directed within the course (i.e.
How do I upload this assignment?) These two forums, while somewhat different, align
with Pratt’s model in the category of direction, as discussed above.
There is also a discussion board forum called The Coffee House, which is in the course,
but not really part of the course, and can be used for any type of general information
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amongst the students (and facilitator) possibly as an avenue for emotional support,
although it should be constantly monitored by the facilitator for inappropriate use.
There is also a Community Organization site outside of the PLA course for
adult-accelerated undergraduate students to use primarily as The Coffee House above, but
includes all students at Stevenson University in this community (online adult undergrad
students). These two forums would align with Pratt’s model in the category of support.
New students are provided an orientation to the school and to the Blackboard
learning management system both in face-to-face format and online. The online version
is called GPS 100 and is required by all students taking online courses.
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Development
The development phase of the project started on December 7 following IRB
approval. This phase proceeded as planned and required very few ―formative‖ fixes
based upon review by instructional technology experts and usability reviewers. All of the
reviewers are current employees of Stevenson University, including a graduate student
whom has since graduated and is a ―new hire.‖
The expert reviewers included Stevenson University administrative staff and
faculty with curriculum and instruction education and background, instructional design
and educational technology education and experience, online curriculum development
and delivery experience, as well as a subject matter expert in the areas of prior learning,
adult learning, and accelerated higher educational programs. All expert reviewers have
advanced degrees and a minimum of ten years experience in higher education.
One of these expert reviewers is the Associate Dean of Distance Education and
Ed.D.; she has over 20 years of experience in higher education. Two of the expert
reviewers are Instructional Designers with over 10 years of experience in higher
education; one with an Ed.D., the other an M.Ed. and also a certified Master Reviewer for
the Quality Matters (QM) organization. The one faculty expert reviewer has been a
fulltime faculty member at Stevenson University for over ten years and a certified (QM)
Master Reviewer for three years.
The content expert is the Associate Dean of Accelerated Undergraduate Programs
and a J.D. with more than 20 years of college-level teaching experience, and extensive
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experience with the Commission for Accelerated Programs (CAP) and the Council for
Adult and Experiential Learning (CAEL). She is currently the Vice Chair for CAP.
Just prior to the development phase, the Dean of Stevenson University’s School
of Graduate and Professional Studies requested the course be expanded from a five-week,
one-credit course to an eight-week, three-credit course.
The development of the modules, pre-class through module eight proceeded in
order with iterations based on feedback (formative assessment) along the way as
necessary. This rapid development phase implemented a process known as successive
approximation. The expert reviewers were provided instructions (Appendix F and
Appendix G) based on their area of expertise and assignment.
All course materials were copied from the development course into the actual
course web site in December 2009 following the completed ―expert‖ reviews.
Three of the five expert reviewers reported the course was ―great‖ and ready for
implementation. There was a recommendation by one instructional designer to introduce
the students to the Smarthinking support organization earlier in the curriculum. This
would prepare the students for using the system before the time when they will be
required to use it. This same designer provided critical information regarding the
Satisfaction Questionnaire, identifying that there was not a rating scale incorporated as a
measure. The author implemented a rating scale and set the criteria of an overall rating of
3.5 or less in any area required consideration for change. This was with the exception of
question 9 which would require a rating of 3.0 or above since it is written in the
―negative.‖
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A second instructional designer recommended a move from using Microsoft
Office Online to submit and review portfolio materials to the use of the Blackboard
Discussion Board Feature; stating the learning curve was ―too high‖ and ―unnecessary.‖
All of these changes were considered appropriate and incorporated immediately.
There were three usability reviewers; two are current staff members who perform
this same type of task often in their professional positions. One of these is a student at
the university as well. The third reviewer was a graduate student but is now employed in
the department’s admissions office.
Beta testing was conducted and completed prior to winter break (December 18).
Usability reviewers were provided instructions using Appendix H, and provided
Appendix I to report their findings.
Minimal recommendations were offered during these phases, so much so that the
Severity Rating phase (Appendix J) was deemed not necessary by the author. There was
a recommendation by two usability reviewers to have all ―external links‖ open in new
pages. The most-reported finding was broken links that most-likely resulted from copying
materials. The links were repaired and the recommendation reported was implemented
immediately.
The course is delivered via the Blackboard Learning Management System,
Version 8. The software is hosted the school’s server, and supported by Stevenson
University’s Office of Information Technology.
The interface design of the course incorporates a standard template utilized by the
University (Figure 1) that provides navigation to eight main areas –Announcements, Staff
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Information, Start Here, Syllabus& Documents, Modules, Discussion Board, Resources,
My Grades.

Figure 1: Stevenson University Standard Navigation Template

The features of the learning management system used include the announcement
page which is viewed whenever the student logs in; the folder and learning unit features
will be used to create the module structure; internal and external linking features
available on individual pages are used as appropriate, along with the assignment feature
for students to submit assignments; email feature; the asynchronous discussion board and
the grade center. The interactive (html) syllabus created using Softchalk and imported to
Blackboard was determined to be too time-consuming to update each cycle and will not
be used in future iterations.
The module structure is composed of a folder for the week (i.e. Module One), and
within the folder are the Course Outcomes that apply which are listed along with the
Module Objectives underneath, then a Learning Unit presents information and activities
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for learning, assignment directions and submission links. A learning unit enables a
table-of-contents feature that supports nonlinear navigation within the learning unit itself.
The course site incorporates web design best practices such as the 7 plus-or-minus
2 rule and also the three-click rule as much as possible. The former is based upon
psychology research that describes the amount of information a person can effectively
process cognitively at once (chunks of seven-to-ten pieces of information). The latter is
the result of web usability studies that prescribe a site design and architecture that allow a
user of a web site to get to the information they need within three clicks of the mouse
(Nielsen, 2000). While both of these techniques have been the subject of much debate,
the candidate believes that in an educational site these are good, if not best, practices.
Within the course, wherever appropriate and possible, there is a link to whatever
activity or resource may be required next by the student. For instance, in the module
where a discussion board scenario is presented there is a link directly to the discussion
board area.
Instructional design and interface design are also influenced by the Quality
Matters ™ rubric, which is a research-based tool to guide best-practices. This document
also influenced the structure of the course implementing the Start Here section.
The development process implemented the instructional strategies and provided
sufficient opportunity for interaction between student and content, student and instructor,
and student and student. The development schedule of PLA-101 is outlined in Table 9 as
a list of milestones.
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Table 9 presents the development milestones for Prior Learning Assessment

Phase
Analysis
Design
Development
Formative Evaluation
Implementation
Summative Evaluation

Start Date

Duration

End Date

11/17/2008

53
110
111
153
28
28

1/9/2009

1/15/2009
9/21/2009
10/12/2009
3/4/2010
3/4/2010

5/5/2009
1/10/2010
3/14/2010
4/1/2010
4/1/2010

The structure of the course was guided by three documents --the Course Map and
Syllabus created by the instructor (content expert or SME) and in part by the researchbased Quality Matters ™ rubric.
The Course Map outlines Module Objectives, Learning Activities, Assessments
and the Course Outcome(s) partially or fully met during each module. The Course Map
helps identify any gaps that exist and elements that might possibly be unnecessary.
The development of the modules proceeded in order, with iterations based on
feedback (formative assessment) along the way as necessary. This development phase
implemented to a limited degree a process known as successive approximation. This
process is supported by Michael Allen in his Guide to eLearning, where he maintains that
moving ahead in several repeated small steps is better than trying to leap ahead in one
giant perfect step (Allen, 2003).
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Changes were based on the consideration of recommendations by expert
reviewers and feedback received during formative evaluation from usability testers and
students.
Expert reviewers were tasked with reviewing the site and content in terms of their
area of expertise and assisting with usability testing for interface design. The three main
areas prescribed for review were: the effectiveness of the implementation of the
theoretical framework; content, in regards to the sequencing, level and coverage
(breadth), the effectiveness of selected media and any external resources as well as how
well the course meets the stated outcomes; usability of the interface.
Beta testing was conducted by three fulltime staff personnel employed by the
University. Beta testers conducted testing on the course in its fully operational
environment. They were provided directions from Appendix H and recorded their
findings on Appendix I. They also conducted their investigations independently and did
not communicate with any other evaluator until the testing was completed.
Upon completion of usability testing the data was collected and compiled and it
was determined that using the Severity Rating (Appendix J) by Jakob Nielsen’s
recommendations was not necessary as state above. There were very few
recommendations.
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Implementation
A significant adjustment to the planned implementation phase was necessary after
only one student enrolled in the actual course. To compensate for this lack of
participation by ―real‖ students, a new protocol was approved and subsequently
implemented to solicit staff, faculty and volunteer students from the School of Graduate
and Professional studies normal population. Eventually 14 student volunteers were
recruited; ultimately, eight students signed releases and fully participated in a ―simulated‖
course in the actual environment and provided evaluation materials as requested.
These participants were briefed on March 4 on the type of feedback that was
necessary to complete the research project by obtaining appropriate summative
information. Supplemental information regarding how to find the necessary pieces to
make determinations regarding the summative questionnaire was presented in an
unbiased manner as to not influence participant’s answers. Subjects were given four
weeks to assess the areas addressed in the questionnaire and complete the post-test. The
instructor was available via the means available in the course, as well as in person. The
pre-test was completed during the initial briefing. Consent forms (Appendix M) were
explained and signatures were obtained during this initial brief.
The actual course of instruction as evaluated can be viewed online at the
following url - https://blackboard.stevenson.edu/webapps/portal/frameset.jsp. This is the
Blackboard log in page for Stevenson University. Access to the guest account to view
the course will be granted using the following log in: Username: pla & Password: guest.
The course should be available after you log in. If you do not see the course, please
email John McNally to request access at jmcnally@stevenson.edu.
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Evaluation
Results and Analysis
Overall the ratings presented in Table 10 (below) from the Satisfaction
Questionnaire are positive and indicate the course was successfully implemented, and
probably could be successfully implemented in future semesters. There is one area rated
3.5 and below (except for question 9 which is a high rating at 1.3 because it is framed in
the negative), which would require attention. Question #6 was rated somewhat low at an
average of 3.3 response overall. While many participants chose not to answer certain
questions, half chose not to answer question #3, and two chose not to answer question #6,
the author feels there may have been some confusion about what was being asked.
Additionally, the low score on #3 is probably due to the fact that the evaluators were not
actually completing the course. A student in the actual course would certainly think that
the completion of this course would be relevant to his life, and probably livelihood (#6).
This, however, would be something to keep an eye on in future iterations of the course.
Many of the respondents inquired about the ―reversal‖ in question #9, which is framed in
the negative and the author now suggests this is not a recommended procedure and
should be changed if presented in the future.
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Table 10 presents the results of the Satisfaction Questionnaire for PLA101

Rating of question is on the degree to which it is true (5
is highest)

5

4

3

2

1. Did you feel as if you had some control over what you learned
as you participated in this course?
2. Did you have control over the system or did it have control over
you (were you able to get to the pages you wanted to get to and
perform the functions you needed)?
3. Were you able to participate in decisions made regarding how
you would demonstrate what you had learned?
4. Do you feel as if it was clear to you why you were completing
each exercise?
5. Did you have an opportunity to share information you had
regarding a previous work or life experience?
6. Was any part of this curriculum relevant to something currently
taking place in your life?
7. Did this course involve working on a meaningful project?
8. Did you accomplish work that was personally rewarding?
9. At any time did you feel there was not enough guidance?
10. Were the instructor and support organizations helpful?

4

2

1

4.3

5

1

1

4.4

2

1

1

4.0

4

3

1

4.3

5

1

1

1

3.9

1

2

2

1

3.3

5
4

1
2

1
5
1

4.6
4.7
1.3
4.0

2
4

1

1

Avg

The results of the post-test scores provided in Table 11(below) indicate that
learning took place for the eight participants, with a range of individual increase in
performance from 27 to 53 per cent over the pre-test. This presents an overall average
increase of 35 per cent. This instrument should be utilized over several iterations of the
course to determine reliability. The pre-test-post-test instrument is a good indicator of
learning. The author, however, intends to also track the outcome of portfolios submitted
after future iterations of the course, documenting the results of student portfolios that are
submitted and assessed by the appropriate subject-matter expert.
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Table 11 presents the results of the pre-test and post test.

Student

Pre-test Score

Post Test Score

Change

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H

-11
-7
-6
-8
-6
-10
-10
-14

-7
-3
-2
-2
-2
-4
-4
-6

+4
+4
+4
+6
+4
+6
+6
+8
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Potential for Future Research
Most aspects of this course curriculum are perfect for a design based on Adult
Learning Theory. The research on Adult Learning Theory as a whole, however, is
somewhat limited. There is more research on individual components, such as selfdirected learners or problem-based learning, and this research is mostly qualitative.
The downturn in the economy has stimulated growth at our post-secondary
institutions, many of these students are adults looking for a new career or seeking to
improve themselves to keep the job they have. This is a critical time to continue research
in adult learning and to provide information or demonstrate new ways to become more
successful at providing an optimum environment for adult learning.
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Lessons Learned
This project provided a unique experience in that it provided me the opportunity to wear
two hats and serve as instructional designer and content expert at the same time. As
primarily an instructional designer, I had always viewed these two areas as very distinct.
Throughout the course of this project, particularly during the content development, the
distinction between the two perspectives became blurred at times. It is difficult to say
how and why, but since the content does involve discussion and review of several
learning theories that may have something to do with this occurrence. It was an awkward
feeling to not be able to make the distinction, having worked on so many courses with a
variety of faculty over the years and never having felt that before. I can only assume that
because of my instructional design experience, I automatically developed content with
the design in mind. Probably exercising ―tacit‖ knowledge gained from experience.
Another lesson learned was as a ―researcher‖ you need to be prepared for the
unexpected, and have a back-up plan for everything. I thought that I was fully prepared
and ready to forge ahead with my project when only one person registered for the course
which was offered as a part of the school’s spring term. Since that would not yield
appropriate results, I had to solicit volunteer participants to serve as ―students‖ to
complete my study. In that process, since I changed the protocol I had to get a new
approval from the IRB, which all took away valuable time.
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Appendix A: Kolb Experiential Learning Theory Model

Active Experimentation

Concrete Experience

Experiential
Learning Theory

Abstract Conceptualization

Reflection & Observation

Figure2 Kolb Experiential Learning Theory Model

1. Concrete Experience – What happened?
2. Reflection and observation – What did you observe?
3. Abstract conceptualization – Were there any rules or concepts that apply?
4. Active Experimentation – How did this experience affect what you did in
future similar situations?
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Appendix B: Kolb Learning Styles
Diverging (feeling and watching - CE/RO)
These people are able to look at things from different perspectives. They are
sensitive. They prefer to watch rather than do, tending to gather information and
use imagination to solve problems. They are best at viewing concrete situations
from several different viewpoints. Kolb called this style 'Diverging' because these
people perform better in situations that require ideas-generation, for example,
brainstorming. People with a Diverging learning style have broad cultural
interests and like to gather information. They are interested in people, tend to be
imaginative and emotional, and tend to be strong in the arts. People with the
Diverging style prefer to work in groups, to listen with an open mind and to
receive personal feedback.
Assimilating (watching and thinking - AC/RO)
The Assimilating learning preference is for a concise, logical approach. Ideas and
concepts are more important than people. These people require good clear
explanation rather than practical opportunity. They excel at understanding wideranging information and organizing it into a clear logical format. People with an
Assimilating learning style are less focused on people and more interested in ideas
and abstract concepts. People with this style are more attracted to logically sound
theories than approaches based on practical value. This learning style is important
for effectiveness in information and science careers. In formal learning situations,
people with this style prefer readings, lectures, exploring analytical models, and
having time to think things through.
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Appendix B: Kolb Learning Styles (Continued)
Converging (doing and thinking - AC/AE)
People with a Converging learning style can solve problems and will use their
learning to find solutions to practical issues. They prefer technical tasks, and are
less concerned with people and interpersonal aspects. People with a Converging
learning style are best at finding practical uses for ideas and theories. They can
solve problems and make decisions by finding solutions to questions and
problems. People with a Converging learning style are more attracted to technical
tasks and problems than social or interpersonal issues. A Converging learning
style enables specialist and technology abilities. People with a Converging style
like to experiment with new ideas, to simulate, and to work with practical
applications.
Accommodating (doing and feeling - CE/AE)
The Accommodating learning style is 'hands-on,' and relies on intuition rather
than logic. These people use other people's analyses, and prefer to take a practical,
experiential approach. They are attracted to new challenges and experiences, and
to carrying out plans. They commonly act on 'gut' instinct rather than logical
analysis. People with an Accommodating learning style will tend to rely on others
for information rather than carry out their own analysis. This learning style is
prevalent and useful in roles requiring action and initiative. People with an
Accommodating learning style prefer to work in teams to complete tasks. They
set targets and actively work in the field trying different ways to achieve an
objective.
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Appendix C: Multiple Intelligences – Howard Gardner
Visual-Spatial people think in terms of physical space, as do architects and sailors, and
are very aware of their environment. They like to draw, do jigsaw puzzles, read maps,
daydream. They can be taught through drawings, verbal and physical imagery. Tools
include models, graphics, charts, photographs, drawings, 3-D modeling, video,
videoconferencing, television, multimedia, texts with pictures/charts/graphs.

Bodily-kinesthetic people use the body effectively, like a dancer or a surgeon, and have
a keen sense of body awareness. They like movement, making things, touching. They
communicate well through body language and should be taught through physical activity,
hands-on learning, acting out, role playing. Tools include equipment and real objects.

Musical people show sensitivity to rhythm and sound. They love music, but they are also
sensitive to sounds in their environments. They may study better with music in the
background. They can be taught by turning lessons into lyrics, speaking rhythmically,
tapping out time. Tools include musical instruments, music, radio, stereo, CD-ROM,
multimedia.

Interpersonal people understand and interact with others. These students learn through
interaction. They have many friends, empathy for others, street smarts. They can be
taught through group activities, seminars, dialogues. Tools include the telephone, audio
conferencing, time and attention from the instructor, video conferencing, writing,
computer conferencing, E-mail.
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Appendix C: Multiple Intelligences – Howard Gardner (Continued)
Intrapersonal people understand their own interests, goals. These learners tend to shy
away from others. They're in tune with their inner feelings; they have wisdom, intuition
and motivation, as well as a strong will, confidence and opinions. They can be taught
through independent study and introspection. Tools include books, creative materials,
diaries, privacy and time. They are the most independent of the learners.

Linguistic people use words effectively. These learners have highly developed auditory
skills and often think in words. They like reading, playing word games, making up poetry
or stories. They can be taught by encouraging them to say and see words, read books
together. Tools include computers, games, multimedia, books, tape recorders, and lecture.

Logical –Mathematical people reason, calculate, think conceptually and abstractly and
are able to see and explore patterns and relationships. They like to experiment, solve
puzzles, ask cosmic questions. They can be taught through logic games, investigations,
mysteries. They need to learn and form concepts before they can deal with details.
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Appendix D: Verbs for Bloom’s Taxonomy of Educational Objectives
Knowledge - arrange, define, duplicate, label, list, memorize, name, order, recognize,
relate, recall, repeat, reproduce, state.
Comprehension - classify, describe, discuss, explain, express, identify, indicate, locate,
recognize, report, restate, review, select, translate.
Application - apply, choose, demonstrate, dramatize, employ, illustrate, interpret,
operate, practice, schedule, sketch, solve, use.
Analysis - analyze, appraise, calculate, categorize, compare, contrast, criticize,
differentiate, discriminate, distinguish, examine, experiment, question, test.
Synthesis - arrange, assemble, collect, compose, construct, create, design, develop,
formulate, manage, organize, plan, prepare, propose, set up, write.
Evaluation - appraise, argue, assess, attach, choose, compare, defend, estimate, judge,
predict, rate, core, select, support, value, evaluate.
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Appendix E: PLA Course Outcomes matched to Bloom’s Taxonomy of Educational
Objectives
Table 12 Course Outcomes of PLA101 matched to Bloom’s Taxonomy of Educational Objectives
Course Outcomes PLA
Level of Bloom’s Taxonomy
Identify and differentiate types of learning, learning styles and
levels of learning.

Comprehension & Analysis

Conduct research to identify resources, critical events, and other
learning events for analysis, description and classification.

Comprehension

Provide a critical analysis of portfolio elements created by someone
else (peer review).

Analysis & Evaluation

Demonstrate a strong correlation between prior learning
experiences and the course learning outcomes of a course selected
for Portfolio Assessment by documenting critical and other learning
events in proper format and writing style.

Analysis

Develop a written narrative and an autobiography to present
evidence and reasonable argument to support the proposed
competencies for which the student has claimed mastery.

Evaluation

Create/Assemble an electronic (digital) version of the portfolio to
enable Internet presentation/review, and that may also be printed for
review.

Knowledge

Demonstrate an understanding of The Council for Adult and
Experiential Learning Standards for the Assessment of Credit, and
the Stevenson University Portfolio Evaluation Process.

Application
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Appendix F: Directions to Expert Reviewers (Content/Template)
After being provided a copy of the course map, syllabus and outline, expert reviewers for
content are to determine if the course outcomes are written at the appropriate level for the
college-level course (100 to 400). They are also asked to review the course materials and
other resources and comment if these are adequate or inadequate. Finally, they are asked
to confirm that all objectives, content and assessments align.

Upon completion of the development phase, these expert reviewers are enrolled in the
course for a Final Review. This review entails a quality-control check on all aspects of
the course to ensure any recommendations have been implemented, the template is in
place and the course is set up in standard format and presentation.
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Appendix G: Directions to Expert Reviewers (Course Design/Rubric)
After being provided a copy of the course map, syllabus and outline, design reviewers are
to make a determination if the course outcomes are written as ―observable‖ and to
provide any recommendations regarding the course materials and other resources.
Design reviewers are asked to confirm that all objectives, content and assessments align.
These reviewers will ensure the latest materials (textbook, etc.) are being used and also to
determine if there are any supplemental materials available through a Blackboard
cartridge, companion web site, etc.
These reviewers are also asked to comment on the implementation of the theoretical
framework throughout the course. They are to provide feedback regarding how
appropriately the framework is implemented and make recommendations on alternative
strategies.
Consider these components regarding adult learners as the review takes place:
adult learners are self-directed
need to know why, how and what they are learning
have a lot to offer the class through years of experience
must know what they are learning has immediate application and
benefit to life and/or work
prefer problem-centered instruction over subject-centered
instruction
are motivated primarily intrinsically first, externally second.
Upon completion of each section of the course during the development phase, these
reviewers are asked to make note of any instructional design and interface issues, items
possibly missing or not in proper format as recommended by the Quality Matters Rubric
and/or instructional design best practices. This is an iterative process that continues
throughout the development phase.
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Appendix H: Directions to Usability Testers
You are being asked to assist with the interface design and usability of a course
web site. You are assigned to test Modules One through Eight and also the
administrative areas of Staff Info, Start Here, Syllabus, Modules, Discussion Board, SU
Links, and My Grades.
You are in this course as a student, and your assignment is to proceed as any student
would through all of the modules. Please start with the pre-class module, as this will give
you some idea of what the course is about and what you will have to do.

You do not have to complete any assignment. You will, however, go through
the motions of completing assignments. In other words, if one of the modules asks you to
submit an assignment, you will have an assignment document located in a folder on the
desktop with your last name. Any document to submit will be in this folder. If you do
not see this folder, notify me immediately. Also, if an assignment in a module asks you
to post to the discussion board, please go through all of the motions that enable you to
post on the discussion board (i.e. make sure you are able to post). If you are unsure of
any directions in any assignment, please make note of the assignment to report later on
the Survey for each module.
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Appendix H: Directions to Usability Testers (Continued)
As you proceed through each module, please make notes of anything that causes
you to hesitate, causes you to rethink or back up to a previous page, or makes you think
you are not sure what to do next. If you have trouble getting to a page, back to a certain
page or just off of the page you are on, make note of it. Please note any links that no do
not work correctly, or any direction(s) you do not understand. Is the text hard to read?
Does a page take too long to load?
After each module, please reflect over the entire process and note if it was a
positive experience, negative experience or perhaps just neutral. Then please fill out the
appropriate twenty-question survey. Surveys are labeled at the top, one for each
module/area.

NOTE: Please do this after each module; do not complete all modules and then attempt
to complete several questionnaires at once. You should complete no more than two
modules, or one module and the administrative sections in a day. So, the entire process
should take you three days. You will have one week to complete this testing.
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Appendix I:Usability Measurement Inventory for Course Website Prior Learning
Assessment – Portfolio
Module One Survey/Feedback
Please complete this survey immediately after reviewing/testing Module One. You are
encouraged to make notes on any specifics you can underneath the survey chart and on
the back of this sheet if necessary. Please place a check mark or an X in the box that best
indicates how you feel - under Agree, Undecided, or Disagree beside each question. Your
answers will help make this a better course.

Table 13 Feedback form for usability testers

Module One
Agree
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Undecided Disagree

This portion of the web site was easy to use.
I could always find what I was looking for.
I always knew where I should go next.
I could always return to the home page.
Sometimes I became frustrated using this site.
It took too many ―clicks‖ to get where I needed.
I found it difficult to submit assignments.
There were always directions when needed.
The directions were always easy to follow.
I found the design of the course attractive.
The site structure made it easy to use.
The navigation made sense to me.
Navigation is consistent throughout the course.
I was able to print any documents I wanted.
I could view all media within the course.
I was able to view external links with no problem.
All links worked properly.
All pages loaded quickly.
Periodically events took place without warning.
I recommend this course based on this section’s
―ease of use.‖
Please list any specifics of any experience you can regarding an instance where an
improvement could be made to the web site. Please provide the number (1-20 above) that
you are referencing, as well as the location of the problem (i.e. Module 2 discussion
board) and the specific problem (i.e., I click on the discussion board link and it takes me
to any empty page). Please use the other side of this sheet to list your specific notes.
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Appendix J: Severity Ratings for Usability Problems
Nielsen’s Severity Ratings in Heuristic Evaluation will be used to determine what action,
if any, will be taken to fix identified usability problems.

The following 0 to 4 rating scale will be used to rate the severity and act upon
usability problems. After the usability issues are collected and compiled, three
expert reviewers will rate the severity of each issue. Expert reviewers will be
asked to rate the issues independently and to not discuss the issues until
afterwards. Then, the mean of each issue’s rating applied by three expert
reviewers will determine the action to be taken below.
0 = I don't agree that this is a usability problem at all
1 = Cosmetic problem only: need not be fixed unless extra time is available on
project
2 = Minor usability problem: fixing this should be given low priority
3 = Major usability problem: important to fix, so should be given high priority
4 = Usability catastrophe: imperative to fix this before product can be released
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Appendix K: Pre-test Post test for level 2 evaluation (advancing student skills)

1. Knowledge that cannot really be explained or put on paper is known as:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Tacit Knowledge √
Unknown Knowledge
Sub-conscious Knowledge
Auto-synchronic

2. Musical intelligence is one of the multiple intelligences.
T√
3.

F

Learning that takes place outside of the classroom is known as:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Field Experience
Experiential Learning √
Adult Learning
Workforce Experience

4. Multiple Intelligence is a theory developed by:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Robert Mager
Howard Gardner √
Albert Einstein
Malcolm Knowles

5. According to Adult Learning Theory, Adults should be taught differently than
Children.
T√
F
6. The following are associated with Adult Learning theory. Adult Learners are: (choose
all that apply)
a.
b.
c.
d.

More Experienced √
Self-Directed √
Honest
Smarter
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Appendix K: Pre-test Post test for level 2 evaluation (Continued)
7. A competency is similar to a:
(Choose all that apply)
a.
b.
c.
d.

Course Outcome
Module Objective √
Resume’ Bullet √
Learned Task √

8. The organization that helps establish standards for prior learning assessment is:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Department of Labor
Council for Adult Experiential Learning √
Maryland Higher Education Committee
Maryland Occupational Standard Department

9. Higher Education for adults should implement _______________.
a.
b.
c.
d.

Andragogy √
Pedagogy
High Standards
The Council for Adult Education Programs

10. CAEL is an organization that has established standards and assists schools
nationwide in the area of assessing ________________________. (Choose all that
apply)
a.
b.
c.
d.

Adult Learning √
Andragogy √
Prior Learning √
Experiential Learning √
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11. The Kolb model assists in the application, planning and facilitation of:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Adult Learning
Child Learning
Traditional Learning
Experiential Learning √

12. One aspect of learning typically lacking or less adequate during experiential learning
is:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Observation
Application
Theory √
Reflection

13. Upon successful completion of this course, students may submit as many portfolios
for courses as they want.
T

F√

14. Competency statements are supported by the:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Module Objective
Course Outcome
Narratives √
Autobiography

15. The Kolb model can be used to analyze ___________ ____________, which can
then be documented to demonstrate learning.
a.
b.
c.
d.

Critical events √
Competency Statements
Performance Evaluations
Supporting Documents
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Appendix L: Satisfaction Questionnaire (Summative Evaluation) – Adult Learning (How
well implemented?)
Please fill out this questionnaire as completely and honestly as you can. The answers to
these questions will help build a better course for future students. The higher the rating
number you choose, the more confident you are the question is true (except for number 9,
which is framed in the negative).

1. Did you feel as if you had some control as you participated in this course?
Rating:

1

2

3

4

5

Please explain.

2. Did you have control over the system or did it have control over you (were you
able to get to the pages you wanted to get to and perform the functions you
needed)?
Rating:

1

2

3

4

5

Please explain.

3. Were you able to participate in decisions made regarding what you would learn,
or how you would demonstrate what you had learned?

Rating:

1

2

3

4

Please explain.
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Appendix L: Satisfaction Questionnaire (Continued)
4. Do you feel as if it was clear to you why you were completing each exercise?

Rating:

1

2

3

4

5

Please explain.

5. Did you have an opportunity to share information you had regarding a previous
work or life experience?

Rating:

1

2

3

4

5

Please explain.

6. Was any part of this curriculum relevant to something currently taking place in
your life?

Rating:

1

2

3

4

5

Please explain.

7. Did this course involve working on a meaningful project?
Rating:

1

2

3

4

Please explain.
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Appendix L: Satisfaction Questionnaire (Continued)

8. Did you accomplish work that was personally rewarding?

Rating:

1

2

3

4

5

Please explain.

9. At any time did you feel there was not enough guidance, even after asking for
additional help?

Rating:

1

2

3

4

5

Please explain.

10. Would you say the instructor was supportive? Were support organizations helpful
(I.e. Presidium, Tech Connection)?

Rating:

1

2

3

4

Please explain.
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Appendix M: Consent Form

Informed Consent to Participate in Research
Information to Consider Before Taking Part in this Research Study
IRB Study #____Pro0000029_

Researchers at the University of South Florida (USF) and Stevenson University study many topics. To do
this, we need the help of people who agree to take part in a research study. This form tells you about this
research study.

We are asking you to take part in a research study that is called: Systematic Development
and Validation of a Course of Instruction in Prior Learning Assessment.
The person who is in charge of this research study is John D. McNally. This person is called the Principal
Investigator. He will be explaining the research to you.
The research will be done at Stevenson University.

Purpose of the study
The purpose of this study is to
Determine if the procedures used in the teaching of this course are effective.
This study is being conducted as part of a thesis project.

Study Procedures
If you take part in this study, you will be asked to
[Provide:
Answers to a test that will be given before the actual start date of the course, and you will be
asked to provide answers to the same test at the end of the course. The test has 15 questions that
are: multiple choice, multiple answer and true/false. This test will be given online using the
Blackboard learning system. This test is not part of the course and will not affect your grade
regardless of whether you complete it or not.
Answers to a 10-question survey at the end of the course. This survey will be given during module
8. You can answer the questions all at once or save the survey and go back to it several times.
This questionnaire is not part of the course and will not affect your grade whether you complete it
or not.
The test questions should take no long than 30 minutes each time. The 10-question survey should
take no longer than 60 minutes.
These three activities take place within the normally scheduled course session at Stevenson
University.
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No videotaping or audio recording will take place.

Appendix M: Consent Form (Continued)
This research study is not part of the course

Alternatives
This research study is not part of the course, your decision to participate or not will have no influence on
your grade for this course.
There is no alternative study.

Benefits
We don’t know if you will get any benefits by taking part in this study.

Risks or Discomfort
This research is considered to be minimal risk. That means that the risks associated with this study are the
same as what you face every day. There are no known additional risks to those who take part in this study.

Voluntary Participation / Withdrawal
You should only take part in this study if you want to volunteer. You should not feel that
there is any pressure to take part in the study, to please the investigator or the research
staff. You are free to participate in this research or withdraw at any time. There will be
no penalty or loss of benefits you are entitled to receive if you stop taking part in this
study. Your decision to participate or not to participate will not affect your student status
or grade.

Questions, concerns, or complaints
If you have any questions, concerns or complaints about this study, call John McNally at
443-352-4045.
If you have questions about your rights as a participant in this study, general questions, or
have complaints, concerns or issues you want to discuss with someone outside the
research, call the Division of Research Integrity and Compliance of the University of
South Florida at (813) 974-9343.
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Appendix M: Consent Form (Continued)

Consent to Take Part in this Research Study
It is up to you to decide whether you want to take part in this study. If you want to take
part, please sign the form, if the following statements are true.
I freely give my consent to take part in this study. I understand that by signing this
form I am agreeing to take part in research. I have received a copy of this form to take
with me.
_____________________________________________
Signature of Person Taking Part in Study

____________
Date

_____________________________________________
Printed Name of Person Taking Part in Study

Statement of Person Obtaining Informed Consent
I have carefully explained to the person taking part in the study what he or she can
expect.
I hereby certify that when this person signs this form, to the best of my knowledge, he or
she understands:
What the study is about.
What procedures/interventions/investigational drugs or devices will be used.
What the potential benefits might be.
What the known risks might be.

Signature of Person Obtaining Informed Consent

Printed Name of Person Obtaining Informed Consent
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